
CHAPTER I: PHONOLOGY

1. PHONETICS

1.1 General Remarks

Because of sweeping external sandhi phenomena, the smallest

phonetic group of Tunica is the phrase, which may contain a single

word or several words. Phrases are always set off from other

phrases by pauses and are also characterized by special intona-

tional or melodic features. On the other hand, words occurring

within the same phrase form a unit. They are not set off from
each other by pauses nor by any other special characteristics of a

phonetic nature.

Every phrase, every word, and every syllable must begin in a

single consonant but may end in a vowel, a consonant, or a cluster

of two consonants. Hence vowels are never clustered and clusters

of more than three consonants do not occur. A phrase or a word
may have one or more stressed syllables but these are never con-

secutive.

1.2 The Phonemes

All of the unit phonemes, the syllabic phonemes, and the

phrasal phonemes are listed immediately below. Their discussion

is provided in sections 1.3 to 1.6 inclusive. In the table of conso-

nants (p. j^) phonemes occurring only in a few isolated words (of

foreign or probably foreign origin) are followed by an asterisk,

e.g., &*. Note also that the term ''stop'' as used here includes the

affricate 6 as well as the simple stops.

Vowels

:

High-close

Mid-close

Low

1.21 THE UNIT PHONEMES

Unrounded Rounded
Front Mixed Back
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Consonants

:

Bila- Labio- Alveo- Mid-
bial dental lar Palatal palatal Glottal

STOPS

Voiceless vJ
Voiced &
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on the ultimate vowel without exception, e.g., pi'taku "he
walks.'' ^

1.3 Discussion of the Vowels

1.31 distribution and general characteristics

Vowels occur after and between consonants but not after other

vowels. They may not initiate the syllable. Although i, a, and u
occur freely in all positions, the remaining vowels are relatively

rare except in stressed syllables. Occurrences in word-final posi-

tion of vowels other than i, a, or u are also rare. Moreover, vowels
in general are rare in phrase-final position for reasons that are

made clear in the section on pause forms (2.4), but when they do
occur here they are accompanied by a strong aspiration, e.g.,

lo'taku ''he runs.''

All vowels are normally short but those occurring in stressed

syllables are somewhat lengthened, particularly if such syllables

are open. Vowels occurring before n in the same syllable are nasal-

ized, e.g., yu'nka ''rope"; H'mapdn "I, too" (pause form). All

vowels are fully voiced in all positions with but one exception: In
phrase-final position an u preceded by k or hk is unvoiced in the

event that the phrase-final melody is placed on the penultimate
vowel (1.23).

1.32 DESCRIPTION

i is a somewhat close high front vowel (cf. ee in Eng. meek), e.g.,

ti'tihki "bayou," Whkali "stone."

e is a somewhat close mid front vowel (cf. a in Eng. make), e.g.,

me'li "black," ta'Ue "beautiful."

c is a low vowel, shghtly closer than the a of Eng. mat but not so

close as the e of Eng. met, e.g., n^Va "ghost," mi'l^ehe "not red."

a is a low mixed vowel (cf. a in Eng. father), e.g., m^x^ka

"grease," haWahk^a'ra "she is singing."

3 is a rounded ^ low back vowel but not quite so low as a in Eng.
all, e.g., io'ha "chief," Wphho "not good."

is a rounded somewhat close mid back vowel (cf . o in Eng.
rope), e.g., mo^lu "full," ta'poluhkiku "the bottle."

it is a rounded somewhat close high back vowel (cf . ue in Eng,
sue), e.g., pu'na "ball," iu'huku "he spits."

^ In Tunica Texts I have marked not only the phrase-final melodies but have
employed commas and periods as well, depending on whether the phrase comes
in the middle or at the end of the sentence.

' The rounding of a, o, and u is more "inward" than ''outward," i.e., the protru-
sion of the lips is slight.
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